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Like Dylan Thomas' Under Milk Wood and Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio, Brian Doyle's stunning
fiction debut brings a town to life through the jumbled lives and braided stories of its people.

In a small fictional town on the Oregon coast there are love affairs and almost-love-affairs, mystery and
hilarity, bears and tears, brawls and boats, a garrulous logger and a silent doctor, rain and pain, Irish
immigrants and Salish stories, mud and laughter. There's a Department of Public Works that gives haircuts
and counts insects, a policeman addicted to Puccini, a philosophizing crow, beer and berries. An expedition
is mounted, a crime committed, and there's an unbelievably huge picnic on the football field. Babies are
born. A car is cut in half with a saw. A river confesses what it's thinking. . .

It's the tale of a town, written in a distinct and lyrical voice, and readers will close the book more than a little
sad to leave the village of Neawanaka, on the wet coast of Oregon, beneath the hills that used to boast the
biggest trees in the history of the world.
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From reader reviews:

Rolando Gil:

The book Mink River make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your capable
considerably more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big
problem together with your subject. If you can make looking at a book Mink River to be your habit, you can
get far more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about many or all subjects.
You could know everything if you like open up and read a e-book Mink River. Kinds of book are several. It
means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this reserve?

Patricia Clay:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Aim to
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't judge book by its include may doesn't work the
following is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the outside search
likes. Maybe you answer could be Mink River why because the wonderful cover that make you consider
about the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the outside or even
cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Kevin Kennard:

Are you kind of occupied person, only have 10 or perhaps 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your
mind expertise or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book
compared to can satisfy your short space of time to read it because this all time you only find e-book that
need more time to be learn. Mink River can be your answer given it can be read by you actually who have
those short extra time problems.

Herman Hernandez:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book approach, more simple and reachable. This kind of Mink River can give you a lot of friends because by
you investigating this one book you have factor that they don't and make you more like an interesting person.
This particular book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that
perhaps your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than additional make you to be great individuals. So ,
why hesitate? We should have Mink River.
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